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“

”

This was excellent. Teamwork, safety and 
leadership taught through hands on activities 
by someone who actually understands what 
we do for a living and it’s not just about the 
theory. All supervisors should do this course.

- District Field Supervisor, Calfrac Well Services

“

”

I am so glad we found a vendor who is flexible 
enough to provide response plans that 
actually work for the responders rather than 

just following a standard template.

- Director HSE, Catapult Environmental
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Contact us today!Contact us today!

Client Focused
We want to provide what is best for the client – not 
what’s easiest for us. We will not ask you to fill out 
standard templates that do not work for you. We 
see it as a true partnership to provide exactly the 
product you require.

Accountability
We really strive to live by our values with 
accountability at the top of our list. Accountability 
is everything to us – if we say we will do something 
by a certain time – then you can count on us doing 
just that.

Realistic Training
Exercises and training courses are more than 
just ticking the regulatory box to us. They are a 
way to bring the plans to life and prepare future 
responders for any eventuality by providing the 
most realistic training possible.

Trust
We believe trust is the bedrock of any relationship. 
We provide clear and transparent estimates with 
no hidden extras or dubious change orders.

Experience & Depth
All our facilitators have hands on real experience 
rather than just academic theory. The best 
facilitators are those who have done it themselves. 
We also make every effort to stay relevant and 
current by continuing to deploy to real incidents 
whenever possible.

Innovation
We are proud to be hands-on problem solvers and 
are constantly looking for new and more efficient 
ways of doing things. Our quick adoption of virtual 
training and exercises as well as other response 
tools has made us an industry leader in these areas.

WHY CHOOSE SANDHURST?WHY CHOOSE SANDHURST?



Whether preventative or problem and 

solution-focused, Sandhurst is dedicated to 

protecting our clients’ from losses that can 

be caused by industry-specific threats. Our 

skilled and experienced team of professionals 

consistently develops sophisticated strategies 

to address complex challenges and provide 

high-quality investigative results.

Sandhurst utilizes best practices and security 

standards to build your program around the 

budget cycle; allowing your senior leadership 

the foresight of how your risk is managed 

effectively and fiscally. 

We have experienced facilitators ready to 

test your plan and train your team in conflict 

management, role competency, bomb 

threat, and active assailant response.

Sandhurst’s comprehensive Security Management services incorporate both planning and training to ensure you can effectively respond to security incidents at your organization.

As an employer, you have a duty of care 

for employees traveling overseas, but not 

all are aware of what measures to take to 

identify and mitigate risks in a cost-effective 

and meaningful manner. Sandhurst assists 

in enhancing staff safety and business 

continuity by providing a range of travel risk 

management services.

TRAVEL RISK MANAGEMENT FOR STAFFTRAVEL RISK MANAGEMENT FOR STAFF
The development of travel management 

policies, and procedures is key to guide your 

WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONSWORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS
When a security incident occurs at your 

organization, you can trust Sandhurst 

Consulting to conduct a thorough 

investigation. 

DOES  YOUR  ORGANIZATION HAVE THE PLANS, RESOURCES, AND TRAINING REQUIRED TO DOES  YOUR  ORGANIZATION HAVE THE PLANS, RESOURCES, AND TRAINING REQUIRED TO 
EFFECTIVELY  MANAGE AND RESPOND TO A SECURITY INCIDENTS?EFFECTIVELY  MANAGE AND RESPOND TO A SECURITY INCIDENTS?

RISK ASSESSMENTS AND PLANNINGRISK ASSESSMENTS AND PLANNING
Sandhurst will assist in building your 

security management program to best fit 

the purpose of managing your risk portfolio. 


